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UNITED STATES PATENT. ()FFICE. 
ANDREW M. BRUCE, OFIRA, MISSOURI. 

RUBBER SHOE. 

1,335,273. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented B131‘. 30, 1920. i 

Application ?led July 26, 1919'. Serial No.‘ 313,517. 

To all whom it may concern : 
Be it known that 1, ANDREW M. BRUCE, a , v, 

citizen of the United States, residing at Ira,’ 
in the county of Laclede and State of Mis 
souri, have invented certain new and useful 
Improvements in Rubber Shoes, of which 
the following is a speci?cation, reference 
being had to the accompanying drawings. ‘ 
Rubber shoes are indispensable articles of 

footwear for wet and snowy weather, owing 
‘ to their waterproof qualities, but one of the 
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great objections to such footwear is that 
they cause the feet to sweat considerably, _ 
moreso with some persons, than with others, 
particularly because their feet perspire more ' 
than those. of others, especially when the 

, feet are heavily clad. 
Therefore, this invention aims to provide 

an article of footwear, which may be used 
as a rubber shoe, or as a lining for the old . . 
style‘ shoe, and when employed as in the 
latter case, it is worn on the inside of the 
‘shoe and adapted to receive the foot. How~v 
ever, in the former use, namely as a rubber 
shoe proper, the sole of the shoe is designed 
to be more or less heavy, in order to provlde 

‘ a ?rm tread surface. Furthermore, it is the 
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aim to construct the shoe, whether used as 
such, or as a lining, with means, in order to 
thoroughly ventilate the feet, namely, to 
permit a thorough circulation of air between 
the feet and the interior of the shoe, in 
order to prevent excessive sweating or per 
spiring of the feet. 

' The invention further aims to provide an - 
improved, simple, e?icient and practical shoe 
or linlng, which may be manufactured for 

V a relatively low cost and sold at a reason 
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able pro?t. 
The invention further aims to. afford a 

shoe of this character made up of an inte 
rior smooth portion around the foot, the 
ankle and a portion of the leg above the 
ankle, and an exterior corrugated piece hav— 
ing its corrugations cemented and vulcanized 
to the’ interior piece, so arrangedthat the 
channels between the corrugations and the 
interior piece are communicatively connect 
ed with a hollow sole, the hollow of which 
communicatively connects with the interior 
of the shoe, thereby permitting of a 
thorough circulation of air through the 
channels, the hollow of the sole, and into 
the interior of the shoe around the foot, 

7 shoe. 

thereby avoiding excessive sweating or per 
spiring of the vfeet. ~ 
The invention further aims to provide a 

hollow sole, made up of upper and lower 
portions having intermediate cushions, 
thereby cushioning the foot atevery step 
of the wearer, and such cushion causing a 
compression of the hollow sole intermit 
tently, so that an'intake and an escape of air 
at every step vof'the wearer, permits of a 
thorough circulation of air around the foot. 
Theinvention furtheraims to provide a 

shoe of this character, which may be con 
structed to extend a tri?e above the ankle 
in some cases, or may be constructed in the 
form of a shoe havinga legging extension, 
which also has corrugations forming chan 
nels, communicatively connectingwith the 

- hollow of the sole of the shoe. 
The invention further aims .to construct‘ 

a- shoe of any suitable rubberized fabric, 
preferably a composition of canvas and rub 
ber or the like, and made up of sections 
of such material, the parts’ being rubber 
cemented and vulcanized, so as to hold the 

, parts together. 
The invention further aims to provide se 

cure‘ fastening means for the various joints 
between the pieces or parts of the shoe or 
the lining, such as strips of rubberized tape 
or the like, that is a material consisting of 

. a composition of fabric such as canvas and 
rubber, said strips being rubber cemented 

‘ andvulcanized on the seams between the 
pieces or parts of the shoe or lining. 
.The invention further aims to afford a 

construction of shoe, which may be of the 
low quarter type, namely alittle belowthe 
ankle, and in this case, the shoe may be 
worn on the exterior of an ordinary leather 

However, in this case, the‘ foot 
proper will not be in direct contact with the 
circulation of air, but instead the air will 
circulate under the sole of the leather shoe: 
The invention further ‘aims to afford a 

shoe of this kind, which, as before stated,‘ 
may be constructed with a legging extension, 
and in this case, the front portion of the 
legging is provided with an opening to be 
laced in order to be closed, there being a suit 
able covering or tongue or intermediate 
piece (whichhas folds) between the laced 
edges of‘the openings and the leg of the 
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wearer. By means of the folds in this? 
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tongue or intermediate piece, a thorough 
circulation of air ‘may. travel ‘down the 
tongue or inner piece and the leg, and there 
by circulate through the hollow sole. 

.>> The invention further aims to provide an 
opening at the rear of the shoe, particularly 
adapted for facilitating the pulling on and 
taking'oif of the slice, namely to permit of 

' an easy’ insertion‘ or extraction of'the foot ' 
.10 into and from the shoe. This opening also 

prevents the shoe from excessively rubbing 
‘ the ankle,- that is allows the shoe to ‘?t more 
or ‘less loose around the ankle, therebyalso 
allowinga circulation ofr-air“throughv the 

‘ ‘shoe andthe foot. 1 - 

:Theinvention fu-rtlieraimsto provide a 
, flap lor-tongue at the rear of-the shoe, to 
.coverthe ‘aforesaid \openingjatfthe rear, to 

20' -l<eep~ out" the wet and ‘dampness. 
Theinvention further aims to vprovide-a 

shoe of thischaracter, which comprises a 
-‘ vamp portion of corrugated ‘material, and‘ 
~1a>corrugatedrupper, which are adhesively 
united: across the instep of thefoot by rub 

uber' cement ‘and a vulcanized rubberized‘ 
strip, and to apply: this vulcanized‘ruibber 
‘ized strip, it is vcaused'tobe formed into cor‘ 
rugation's, owing to ?tting into the exterior 

3o corrugations oflth'e'vam'p [and the upper, 
thereby communicativiely ‘connecting the 
inner channels of the corri'igated vamp and 
upper, allowing- a circulation of air there 
vthrough. 

berized tape to‘ be fastened vto the adjacent 
. edges of the vamp and the'up’per, without 
4 0“ the tapes becoming corrugated to correspond 

with the corrugations of- the vamp and the 
upper. ' ‘ I - ' - 

VVhiile the ‘design and construction ‘at 
present illustrated and set forth is deemed 

a reduction of the invention to a more prac 
tical v‘form for commercial. purposes, the in 
vention maybe susceptible to changes, and 
the" right to these changes is claimed, pro 

xfvided they are comprehended Within the 
scope of what is claimed. ; i 1 

: The. invention comprises further features 
and “combination of parts, as hereinafter-set 
forth, shown in the drawings and claimed. 
:In‘the drawings: 1 e . 

Figure 1. is a View in perspective of a 
rubber shoe, including a legging‘extension, 
and being constructed in accordance with 
‘the invention.‘ . . 

. Fig. .2 is a front elevation of a portion of 
> the shoe,vat a point- where the‘legging ex 
tension extends from, the upper of the shoe, 
vshowing the ‘detail construction betweenthe 
.uppei'of the shoe and the legging ‘e-Xten-' 
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65 :sion. : 

‘opening, between the inner surface of the 

' construction of the shoeat 

If desired,- the united’ edges ‘of: 
the vamp and the upper may preferably 
spread out, instead of corrugated, though; 
not necessarily, thereby permitting the rub . pertorations o . 

preferable, it is obvious that as a result of 7 

1,335,273 

;Fig. 3 is horizontal fsectionalfview on I 
'line 3+3 of Fig. ‘1', , showing the seam ‘1n 
the front adjacent the instep portion of the 
shoe, and showing the opening ‘at the rear, 
that is opposite the front seam, showing-the 
covering ?ap on the interior, and the tape - 
of the seam at the lower portion of the heel 
oftheshoe. 7 ~ - ._ I ‘ 

Fig. a is a ‘vertical. sectional View on line 
4.——’l-.of~ Fig. 1', more clearly showing the 
construction of the shoe and the legging 
extension, showing fcommun‘ii'ca'tive-1 connec 

' tions between‘thte channels o'f'the'corruga , 

tions and the hollow sole.‘ , V _ , Fig. 5 is -a vertical sectionalview‘on line 
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80 
5—5 of‘Fig-l, showing the‘ maiii'iei':-of the- ' ' 

ght angles to 
bowing the com that ‘shown iii-Fig. it, also s 

‘ inunicative connection‘ between the channels, 
‘of‘the corrugations ‘andthe hollow ofthe 
sole . . , o » '~ ‘ 

- Fig. 6 a sectional view on'liin'e ‘6+6jof 
' '- n j v V ‘_ 

Fig. i7_ is’ a view of a ri'ilbber shoe with" the 
logging 7 extension- omitted, otherwise 1 ‘the 
‘eonstri'iction-of this shoe is the?sameas-the . 
lower part of the shoe in the other ?gures, 
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Referring to the drawings, 1 designates ‘ 
the sole of the shoe or» lining as a whole, and 
this - sole comprises ‘the upper and rllower' 
pieces 2 and 3,which may be constructed of‘. 

. any suitable material, preferably rubberized 
fabric, such ‘as aacompos-ition of- anvasland i 
rubber; The pieces '2' and 3 may be any suit~ 
able ‘shape, l3‘i‘f'eliétll’lly :to conform to *the 

per" piece is pro-videdw-ith ‘a plurzilityy'of 

and-lower pieces u'eiheld‘spaced apart, to 
provide a hollow 5-," by means of. thelcushi'on 
:lllGIllb'Gl‘S 6. ' Thesezcushion'members may-be 
constructed of any/suitable material, pref~ 
‘erabl'y rubberizedrfabric, such as ‘a compo 

. ‘ I100 

outline of the bottom of-thefoot. T he up- , 

penings 4-, and the upper ' 
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sition ‘of canvas andv rubber, or may be‘ con- , i ' 
structed of rubb alone‘, and ‘may be any 
suitablesh-ape, preferably cylindrical, though 
not necessarily. ‘By meanslofv these cylin 
dric-al spacing members orcuslii'ons-Lo, the 
upper piece may move-'yield-ably toward the 
bottom or sole piece proper. Thesespacing 
or-t'cushi'oning members may be rubber 'ce- . 
inented or vulcanized and'interm'ediate the 
upperan‘d lower pieces 2v and13. .A'vamp 

i’? is provided, and‘ it consists of the inner‘. 
and outerpieces 8 and 9. The inner piece 
"Sis smooth, or mother wordsiplain,» while ’ 
the outerpiece 9 is corriaigated, as shown at 
10 in Fig.‘ 1}.‘ These corrugations extend in 
the directions as shownp'and certain ‘pore 
tions of the corrugations are rubber cement 
cd or vulcanized 1 to the inner Plitll].‘P1606,v 
so to ‘afford channels between certain of 
the corrugations and the plain piece; ‘The 
inner ‘plain.- ‘piece *8 is .rubber cemented ‘for 
vulcanized- ‘or otherwise secured ‘in. any ‘ suit 13 
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able manner to the upper or inner piece of 
the sole, as shown at 11. The edge portion 
of the outer piece, that is adjacent the for 
ward portion of the bottom piece of the sole, 
is securely connected or seamed to the bot 
tom piece of the sole, by means of a rub 
berized strip or- tape of fabric 12, rubber 
cemented and vulcanized securely in place, 
providing a waterproof seam. ’ 
The upper 13 of the shoe comprises the 

inner andv outer side pieces let and 15. The 
V inner piece let is plain and smooth, the same 
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' as the inner piece of the vamp, while the 
outer piece is corrugated or ?uted as shown 
at 16, the same as the outer piece of the 
vamp. Portions of certain of the corruga 
tions of the outer pieces 15 of the upper are 
rubber cemented or vulcanized‘ as at17 to 
the inner piece of the upper. These inner 
and outer pieces leand 15 can be made of 
any suitable material, preferably rubberized 
fabric such as a composition of canvas and 
rubber or any other suitable fabric material. 
.‘The inner side pieces 14 are connected as 
shown at 18, by means of a rubberized fab 
ric tape or strip 19. This strip or tape 19 is 
rubber cemented and vulcanized in place, 
thereby providing a smooth seam on the in 
terior of the shoe. However, this seam ex 
tends only but a short distance upwardly, 
for instance. it terminates approximately 
adjacent the ankle of the wearer. Also, the 
lower edges of the outer side pieces of the 
upper are connected to the lower piece of 
the sole, by means ‘of a rubberized tape or 
strip 20, which is rubber cemented and vul 
canized into place. ' In fact,ithe tape or 
strip ‘20 is a continuation of the strip or 
tape 12-. The rear opposite edges of the 
outer piece 15 of the upper are connected 

- by means of a rubberized strip or tape‘ of 
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fabric or other material 21,.which is rubber 
cemented and vulcanized in place. This 
strip 21 extends upwardly to the same dis 
.tance as the inner strip 19. It will be noted 
that the adjacent edges of the lnner and 
outer pieces 14 and 15 of the upper, that is 
the rear portion of the shoe, are adhesively 
connected as shown at 22 by means of rub 
ber cementand vulcanizing. However, the 
adjacent edges at this point for a distance 
from b to 0 are disconnected, thereby caus 
ing an opening to be formed at the upper 
portion of the rear of the upper. By means 
of this opening, the pulling on and pulling 
off of the shoe is greatly facilitated. In 
.fact, by means of this opening the foot can 
be easily inserted in the shoe. Furthermore, 
by means of this opening, the upper of the 
shoe is prevented from rubbing the ankle. 
In fact, the upper of the shoe loosely ?ts 
about the ankle and prevents rubbing. 
However, this opening is covered by 'a ?ap 
or piece 24, which is suitably connected, by 
means of rubber ‘cement and vulcanizing, 

‘nection with the interior of the shoe. 

.8 

as shown at 25 to the inner portion of one 
of the inner pieces of the upper, while the 
other portion of the strip or ?ap overlies the 
rear part of the opposite side of the upper, 
that is on its inner face. 
The inner and outer pieces 8 and 9 of the 

vamp, and the inner and outer side pieces of 
the upper are connected, by means of the 
tapes or strips 26 and 27. The inner tape or 
strip 26 is rubber cemented and vulcanized 
as at 28 to the inner pieces of the vamp and 
the upper, thereby providing a smooth seam. 
It is obvious that where the tape or strip 27 
is rubber cemented or vulcanized to the outer 
pieces of the vamp and the upper, as shown 
at 29, the corrugations of the outer pieces of 
the vamp and the upper are ?attened out, so 
that the strip or tape 27 may be secured in 
place. It is further obvious that the corru 
gations of the outer pieces of the vamp and 
upper are arranged to register, so that the 
channels of the registered corrugations com 
munioatively connect, and since the corruga 
tions of the vamp communicatively connect 
with the hollow. of the sole, then a thorough 
circulation. of air is allowed to pass through 
the corrugations of the vamp and. the upper 
and into the hollow of the sole.‘ It is also 
obvious that as the weight of the wearer de 
presses the upper pieces of the sole, air is 
drawn in and allowed to escape, at each step 
of the wearer. The‘ air alternately acts in 
this manner, thereby allowing thorough 
circulation of air about the foot, since the 
hollow of the sole is in communicative con 

It is 
also to be remembered that Where the con— 
tinuous tape of strip 12 or 20 connects to the 
outer pieces of the vamp aud'the upper, the 
corrugations are also ?attened out, in order 
that the strip or tape may be pro pcrly con 
nected or secured in place. The forward ad 
jacent edges of the outer pieces of the upper 
are united by means of the‘ rubberized strip 
or tape 31, which is rubber cemented and 
vulcanized in place. The corrugations at 
this point, that is where the rubberized or 
composition of canvas and rubber strip 81 is 
secured, the corrugations of the outer pieces 
of the upper are ?attened, so as to facilitate 
the connection of the strip or tape in place.‘ 
The forward adjacent edges of the inner 
pieces of the opposite sides of the'upper are. 
connected in a similar manner, as by means 
of a strip or tape 32, which is also rubber 
cemented and vulcanized in place. 

It will be observed that the inner side 
pieces 14L of the upper as shown in Fig. 7 
terminates a short distance above the ankle 
of the wearer, thereby providing a lower 
shoe than that shown in the other ?gures of 
the drawing. However, in the other ?gures, 
a legging extension is provided, and this 
legging extension 33 comprises an inner piece 
34 of rubberized. fabric, suchas a- composi 
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nately occurs, incident to each Step. of the I 

:tion of canvas and rubber. ‘This inner piece 
584 :eixtendsabouh the. log off the wearer, and 
itsloweriedge joints the upperwedges of@ the - 
imier sidepieces ofathe‘npper, as-shown at 
35, there being a strip ‘or tape‘36 covcrlng 
\thejoint-35. This strip-or tape'36 is rubber I 
cemented or vulcanized in place, thereby 
providing a very secure smooth seam be 
tween the parts. This legging extension also 
includes'outer side pieces‘37, which .have 
their rear adjacent edges ‘abutting, as shown 
at 38, there being a vertical strip or tape 39 
rubber cemented, ‘as shown at ZLO to connect 
the‘opposite outer side pieces of the legging . 
extension. The lower portions of the outer 
.oppositeside. pieces of the legging GXtGIlSlOIl ' 
are connected-to the upper portions ofthe 
upper corrugated pieces of the upper of‘ the 

- shoe, as by means of the strip or tape 4&1 of > 
rubberized fabric, for instance a composition ' 
of canvas and rubber, or any other suitable 
materialadaptedito exclude water or‘mois 
ture. This strip or tape i1 is rubber ce 
mented‘ and vulcanized to the adJacent parts. 
This tape or strip extends: about the upper - 
portion of the upper or" the'shoe ‘as shown 
clearly in*Fig.-1. The lower end‘ of the strip 
or tape 39xabuts'the upper rear portion of 
the tape or strip 4111s shown clearly in'Figs. 
1 and 5. Interposed between the inner and 

'OlltGI'l-PlQCQS 34 and 37 of. the logging exten 
slon is a corrugated or'?uted'piece 42, the 
corrugations of whlch are rubberrcemented 
and vulcanized at ail-and 44 to the {K112106111} 
faces of the inner and outer pieces of the leg- ' 
ging extension. The corrugations of time in; 0 
terinefdiate piece form. channels,‘which regis 
terwith, and‘ therefore communicatively con 
nect with certain ofthe corrugations of the 
outer side pieces 15 of the uppeig'tliereby 
permitting a thorough circulation OI air‘ 
from a point exteriorly of the upperpor 
tion of the leggmgextensmn and through 
the upper, through the vamp, and also 
through the-upper and through the hollow 
of the sole, therefore it is obvious that the 
foot of’ the wearer nay be thoroughly venti 

An intake and escape of air ‘alter 

wearer, that is as pressure is applie'dcon the 
upper piece of the sole, yleldably crushing 
the cushions between‘the' upper and lower - 
pieces of the‘sole, thereby causing intakes 
and ejections of the air. 

I'l‘h'e forward edges 45 of the inner and 
outer pieces of the logging extension are 
rubber-cemented and vulcanized at =16, so as 
tosecure the edge ‘portions of such pieces 
securely together. Additional tapes. or strips 
47 are similarly connected to theouter vfaces 
of the outer pieces 87 of they leggingexten 
sion near the'edge portions 45, there being 
suitable perforations .48, (for instance, which 
are formed through the strips 47 and the 
{edge portions 115-), for the 1 reception ‘of a 

' :suitab'ledacing, whereby the legging exten 
sion may be drawn'tightly about the leg.‘ "A 
‘tongue or cover piece‘ 49 spans the opening 
1 between the. edge portions‘éto, andthis tongue 
islialso constructed of-any suitable'irubber 
,ize'd. fabric, or a composition of canvasiaand 
rubber or the like, and-is'providedqwith a 

2 plurality IOf‘ZfOliClS,‘ so :as' to' permit of ‘a "cir 
culation of air downwardly between'the leg 
:ig‘ingeXtension-and the? leg of-the wearer. 
:The edge portionsaof this? tongue are rubber 
Icemented? in any suitable manner,v as ‘shown 
:at 50 totheinner'face ofzthe anner-p1e'ce84: 
:of the legging extension. rT-helower' part of 
the tongue is ifastened under the strip or 
tape '36, as by- means of rubber cementing and 
vn'leanizing. ’ ' > , 

The invention having been set' forth, what 
isclainied as new and‘ useful is: ' 

Y '1. ‘In -a shoe ‘ or ‘ lining, the combination: 

with a hollowv ‘cushionsole,:thelinner wall 
:of which‘having perforations of-communi 
cation withftheinterior-of » the- shoe, of an 
uppernnd a ‘vamp for-said sole,‘ having 
‘(channels-of communication with the hollow 
of thersole, the channels‘ of' the upper ‘being 
'open to the atmosphere, and extendingthere 

Y " from upwardly of: the "vamp ‘ and - the upper 
' ‘of theshoe"; therebyzpermitting , a- circulation 
of'air frointthe exterior through‘ the-.soleand ' 
‘into the‘ interior of :the shoe, the upper ot the 
shoe having an opening ‘at’ the‘rear through 
zwhichvairimay passinto the shoe'to insure a 
‘circulation’ of air throughithesole. _ 

2. In -a ' shoe or lining, ‘the combination 
‘:with a hollow cushionsole, the inner‘wall 
of which 5 having perforations : of communi 

>=cation with the interior'of the‘shoe,ofan' 
upper'anda vvamp for said “ sole, having 
channels of'communication withthe hollow 
of the 1‘ sole ‘and extending therefrom ‘up 
wardly of"? the vamp and the \upper ‘1 of ‘the 

‘ shoe, thereby: permitting a' circulation 0 fair 
from the I‘ exterior through the‘ sole and into 

" the’interior of the :shoe, and a'leggingr‘ex 
tension rising upwardly from {the upper of 
theishoe and provided with channels‘ of com 
"muni'cation with ithefehannels of the upper 
of the shoe, the channelsof-the legging ex 
.tensionbeing open to‘the atmosphere,lsaid 
leggingextension being ‘(closed vat :the ‘:rear 
and havinga laced ‘opening?at the 'front. 

In a shoe or lining, ‘the combination 
with aghollowicushion sole,1the inner wall 
of which having perforations I'o'f ‘communi 
cation with the ‘interior 'oflthe shoe,‘ of an 
‘upper and a vamp "for isaid "sole, (having 
"channels \ of communication ‘with the 'hollow 
of the sole ‘and extending "therefrom ‘up 
‘wardlyoftthe'yamp ‘andthe'upper of the 
shoe, thereby‘ permitting a1 circulation ofYair 
‘from 'the'exterior through the sole and‘into 
‘the interiorofthe shoe, land-a legging ex 
tension ‘rising upwardly ‘from the upper ‘of 
:the: shoe andprovided' ‘with: channels 'offmm 
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munication with the channels of the upper 
of the shoe, the channels of the legging ex 
tension being open to the atmosphere, said 
legging extension being closed at the rear 
and having a laced opening at the front, 
said laced opening having a, covering tongue 
provided with a plurality of folds. 

43. In a shoe of the kind set forth, the com 
bination with a sole comprising upper and 
lower pieces having spacing cushion mem 
bers therebetween, the-upper piece having 
perforations, thereby communicatively con 
necting the interior of the shoe and the space 
between the upper and lower pieces of the 
sole, of a vamp having channels communi 
catively connected to the space in the sole, 
said vamp having connecting means with the 
sole, an upper having channels communica 
tively connecting with the channels of the 
vamp, the channels of the upper being open 
to the atmosphere, and the space of the sole, 
means connecting the upper to the sole, and 
means for connecting the upper to the vamp. 

5. In a shoe of the kind set forth, the com 
bination with a sole comprising upper and 
lower pieces having spacing cushion mem 
bers therebetween, the upper piece having 
perforations, thereby communicatively con 
necting the interior of the shoe and the 
space ‘between the upper and lower pieces 
of the sole, of a vamp having channels com 
nnmicatively connected to the space in the 
sole, said vamp having connecting means 
with the sole, an upper having channels 
communicatively connecting with the, chan 
nels of the vamp, the channels of the upper 
being open to the atmosphere, and the space 

I of the sole, means connecting the upper to 

40 
the sole, and means for connecting the upper 
to the vamp, the rear part of the upper hav 
ing at its rear portion an opening, thereby 
permitting air to pass into the shoe to insure 
a circulation of air through the hollow of 
the sole. . 

6. In a shoe of the kind set forth, the com~ 
bination with a sole comprising upper and 
lower pieces having spacing cushion mem 
bers therebetween, the upper piece having 

5 

perforations, thereby communicatively con 
necting the interior of the shoe and the space 
between the upper and lower pieces of the 
sole, of a vamp having channels communi 
catively connected to the space in the sole, 
said vamp having connecting means with the 
sole, an upper having channels communica 
tively connecting with the channels of the 
vamp, and the space of the sole, means con 
necting the upper to the sole, and means for 
connecting the upper to the vamp, a legging 
extension rising upwardly from the upper 
of the shoe, said legging extension having 
channels communicatively connecting with 
the channels of the upper, the channels of 
the legging extension having their upper 
ends open to the atmosphere. 

7. I11 a shoe of the kind set forth, the com 
bination with a sole comprising upper and 
lower pieces having spacing cushion mem 
bers therebetween, the upper piece having 
perforations, thereby communicatively con 
necting the interior of the shoe and the space 
between the upper and lower pieces of the 
sole, of a vamp having channels communi-' 
catively connected'to the space in the sole, 
said vamp having connecting means with the 
sole, ‘an upper having channels communica 
tively connecting with the channels of the 
vamp, and the space of the sole, means con 
necting the upper to the sole, and means for 
connecting the upper to the vamp, a legging 
extension rising upwardly from the upper 
of the shoe, said legging extension having 
channels communicatively connecting with 
the channels of the upper, the channels of 
the legging extension having their upper 
ends open to the atmosphere, said legging 
extension having a laced opening at its for 
ward portion, and a folded tongue covering 
said laced opening. . 
In testimony whereof I hereunto a?ix my 

signature in the presence of two witnesses. 

' ANDREW M. BRUCE. 

Witnesses : 
W. M. GOTT, 
W. A. NEWTON. 
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